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About This Game

Mentored by one of the most powerful voodoo priestesses in the world, Lillian is learning to use her power. But, a dark force
has settled over New Orleans, and Marie Leveau, Lillian’s teacher, has been placed under a curse. The entire town has been put
into a deep, dark sleep by a mysterious evil force. Now young Lillian must find allies and uncover the dark secrets of voodoo in

order to save her master and free her friends before it is too late.

Features:
•Save the town of New Orleans from the curse

•Dark and spooky atmosphere
•Incredible Graphics
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Interesting Story, but mechanics are awful.. You may have gotten the 90% off card from crafting a badge. You know, you
wanna UP your game count for your profile, stack achievements, collect em' all, or some♥♥♥♥♥♥.. i get it. Have your goofs,
and uninstall this garbage.

Playing games that look and play this outdated makes me depressed.. https:\/\/youtu.be\/vyCFqcRS-b0

An absolute tedious grind is the only way I can sum up this very poor effort. So its your typical cheap unity 'horror' game. Run
around looking for things to collect in a level that features ugly graphics,minimal lighting, poor animations and annoying audio. I
say things to collect I found one thing and could not find any thing else in the entire map.

This would at least be bearable if not for the fact that the enemy poo monster can easily kill you even if your in a locked room...
This is just bad on every level. Then just to really get on your goat the game is riddled with bugs and crashes.

Not even worth it on a sale unless you are a sucker for self inflicted tedium.. I'm always on the lookout for challenging and fast
paced platformers, so when I saw the trailer for Rifter about a month ago I instantly fell in love. It looked like everything I want
from a game, and more. Now that I've played it, I can tell you... It's even better than I thought.
It starts off quite easy for the first few levels, but the difficulty ramps up quick to place that is appropriate for a game of this
type - it is a difficult game, but as any good difficult game it is never unfair. You get better quickly, and breezing through parts
of a level that you just a few minutes ago were completely stuck on is amazingly satisfactory.

The level design is excellent. It could easily have become a bit tideous to just be running one direction all the time, but the game
mixes it up with fights that take place in enclosed spaces, in a more arena-like setting where you get a chance to learn the layout
of the map, rather than just blazing past it.

I'm not going to comment much on the graphics and the audio, you can see for yourself that they are amazing. However, I think
that some more variation in these areas would not harm the game. I think that adding a few extra songs would go a long way,
though as I'm writing this I'm not done with the game, so maybe some more songs will unlock as I progress?

I love Super Meat Boy, and ever since I played it I've been on the lookout for something that scratches the same itch. This game
is not only better than Super Meat Boy, it is the best 2D platformer that I've ever played. It's just that good.. Can be summed up
with "more of the same." If you liked the base game, you'll like these two extra missions. But if you didn't, this DLC won't
change your mind.. Command Ops 2 seems like a pretty decent strategy\/ sim game from what little time I have put in so far. I
would recommend fans of either genre check it out..  Color Symphony 2 Full Review 
Excellent game cant wait till release
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=al68I2hNvjo. The game is cute, but way too short (around 1h). The end teases about a
chapter 2, and it seems they wanted to publish a total of 5 chapters in the game, but there is no news since more than one year so
I'm guessing the project died somehow.... It's a decent game for its price. I find it easy to learn and easy to play. If you need
something to spend 5$ for, like for night or two - this game can be your choice.
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Thats is OP FIGHTING !
Need GGX:Reloaded And GG:X-rd on steam on future!. LOOP is the game for people who suffer from anxiety, an overly
chaotic mind or stress.

As someone who deals with too many voices in my head as well as just a bunch of noise, this game is brilliant and allowing the
mind to just focus on fairly logical tasks. The aim of the game is to complete the loops by moving (and in some cases, rotating)
tiles. It's something to take your time with and a game that is unlikely to cause any frustration.

Definitely worth it if you're someone that needs help calming down.. This is a great game overall with easy to learn controls as
well as an interesting story. The game play can get challenging if you're not paying attention but the penalties are fair as long as
you don't do something terribly wrong. The 20 different endings give it replayability, as well as some scenarios where your
character can die to add to the fun.. It's kind of relaxing for exploring and jumping in what seems low gravity.
The simplistic tone works really well. It reminds me of a 3rd person "Another World". Great game, played it a while back
before it was remade and enjoyed it a lot. The story is the same, but the graphics have been polished and improved. It's on sale
right now, so I would say it's worth every penny!. This simulator is the result of someone watching the first 5 mins of 
 Unstoppable and deciding to make a game about it in Unity. And no, there is no Denzel Washington in this game.

The only positive thing I really have to say is that it runs fast on Max settings and boots in seconds. It is also only 300mb meaning
uninstalling it is easy. That concludes all the positive things I have to say.

The game's trailer does not lie, there are "Technical defects" and "Weathering" (To my brain as it wonders how the F*** this got on
steam). The Train you are given can move forwards and back on the same section of track and you can switch the points to the Rib
tracks (I don't know, im not a train person!). Thats It.

You also have Barry the Magical Mechanic at your disposal who can fix tracks with his mind. Just click the Defect and Barry will
fix the issues, In a jiffy. His job is pretty easy all things considered, as the defects all appear in the same spot. Furthermore, The
Questionable Cargo Transporter Company That Shall Not Be Named Because Copyright Inc (TQCTCTSNBNBC inc) convieneiently
leaves all of its cargo in the same spot each time. Every mission is the same bar one where the train catches fire and even that
mission was made easy thanks to Barry (Who is also immune to fire). Every mission follows the same pattern:

1. Go to cargo by Spamming the "S" key

2. Use the cargo manager to violently smash the Trains together in the hope that they will blend.

3. Go to designated Track by switching the points and Spamming the "W" Key

4.  ???

5.  Profit!

6.  Please refer to step one
 td;dr
In short, this game is like being forced to watch the intro of Thomas the Tank Engine over and over again at full
volume. Right now its 80p on sale so if you want a few laughs, go ahead and buy it. Otherwise, steer clear of this
game.

And finally, my favorite quotes:

 " [...]*Dink* *Dink* *Dink* *Dink* *Dink* *Dink* *Dink* *Dink* *Dink*[...] " -Barry

"Graphics: Easy" - The game launcher

"To reverse, hold the reverse key." - The help menu
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"[Infernal Noises]" - A random Badger that stole Barry's hammer and set my train on fire.. It's actually really good
for a mahjong game. Good graphics, some really nice music I wouldn't mind buying, and pretty anime girls in cute
outfits. Exactly as advertised and well put together. Some of the later levels are ridiculously hard, though, so the
fifteen dollar price tag is justified if you want bang for your buck. Just a nice mahjong game you can lose yourself
in after a stressful day of school or work.

...also, I'm pretty sure some of these voice actresses have work on Crimson Comics porn games.. 8/10
I have tested a few programs (free or trial versions) and none of them recorded Battlefield very well but would work
fine for every thing else. This one is great. I can easily record with a simple push of a botton with on screen numbers
(that you can set to not show up in your video but you can see them while recording) Great software!
Some bugs... It some times crashes my games but hat might be my computer in some way. I know it is something to do
with this though because as soon as I press the record button the game crashes. I have to restart the program to get it
to work again. I did notice that there is a sign of when it will do that. When pressing the button, if it does not start
recording even after pressing it and then again a second time, just restart it because that 3rd time will crash your
game. Again I am not 100% sure if this is my computer not running it properly but it is linked to this program. This
crash was fairly rare and tollerable for the outcome of the videos that I later made into a video.
Another complaint is that I have to have steam on to run it... I was trying to lower my cpu usage even if just a bit for
testing but I had to have steam run as well. Even with these though I would still highly reccomend this program to
those who want to record their games. I think it is better than Fraps (by far). Better quality for sure.
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